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Under the Same Sky

In My Dreams

Written by Robert Vescio | Illustrated by Nicky Johnston
ISBN: 978-1-925594-67-6 (HB) | $24.99
ISBN: 978-1-922326-04-1 (PB) | $14.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 240mm x 280mm

Written by Stef Gemmill | Illustrated by Tanja Stephani
ISBN: 978-1-925594-92-8 (HB) | $24.99
ISBN: 978-1-922326-00-3 (PB) | $14.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 240mm x 280mm

Two children on opposite sides of the world crave friendship. Is it possible to
be friends across the miles?

A child’s imagination takes him on a wild journey as he sleeps soundly at night.
He meets lions in the jungle, swims alongside sea creatures and soars through
the sky on the back of a silvery dragon.
A magical tale that will delight all ages.

A Home for Luna

The Best Mum

January 2021 paperback release

January 2021 paperback release

The

January 2021 paperback release

March 2021 release

Written by Stef Gemmill | Illustrated by Mel Armstrong
ISBN: 978-1-925594-84-3 (HB) | $24.99
ISBN: 978-1-922326-05-8 (PB) | $14.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 254mm x 254mm

Written by Penny Harrison | Illustrated by Sharon Davey
ISBN: 978-1-922326-22-5 (HB) | $24.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 254mm x 254mm

When Luna washes up on a strange shore she is scared and lonely.
She soon discovers there is beauty in her new land, and along the way
makes unexpected friends. But will she ever feel at home in
a place so different from the one she remembers?
Shortlisted for the Rubery Book Award 2020.

Best

Mum

There are so many AMAZING mums in the world: the chefs, the singers, the
athletes. But every mum does one special thing that makes her The Best Mum.
What makes YOUR mum the BEST mum?

d been looking
to hide.

Amira’s Suitcase
March 2021 release

The Little Pirate Queen
April 2021 release

Written by Vikki Conley | Illustrated by Nicky Johnston
ISBN: 978-1-922326-13-3 (HB) | $24.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 254mm x 254mm

‘I won’t hurt you,’ she said.

It begins with a tiny seed growing inside a suitcase. With Amira’s care, the tiny
seed starts to sprout. Find out what happens when kindness flourishes …
Amira’s Suitcase is a gentle, thought-provoking tale about friendship and hope.

Written and Illustrated by Sally Anne Garland
ISBN: 978-1-921928-83-3 (HB) | $24.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 275mm x 240mm

Lucy sails across the sea, fixing and mending her small
rickety raft, hoping to reach Far Away Island. But when
a gigantic wave sweeps all the other children away,
except Lucy, the Little Pirate Queen is determined
to rescue everyone no matter what.
A story about resilience, empowerment
and compassion, beautifully written and
illustrated by Sally Anne Garland.

Dandy and Dazza

Mr Bat Wants a Hat

Written by Mike Dumbleton | Illustrated by Brett Curzon
ISBN: 978-1-921928-82-6 (HB) | $24.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 254mm x 254mm

Written by Kitty Black | Illustrated by Laura Wood
ISBN: 978-1-922326-21-8 (HB) | $24.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 275mm x 240mm

Dandy and Dazza were different in so many ways. Dandy was a best in show
sort of hound. Dazza was a rough and tumble sort of mongrel. Can these very
different dogs ever be good friends?

Mr Bat is missing something. Something important. A HAT! He wants A HAT!
Soon he finds the perfect hat. It has pretty pink roses and lots of GLITTER.
But this hat belongs to someone else … Which doesn’t bother him AT ALL,
what
actually.‘I never
Or knew
does
it?was missing from my life!’ cried Mr Bat.

April 2021 release

May 2021 release

‘I want a

H AT !’

‘I need decoration!

I need
accessories!'

called Badger.

Dear Badger‘I’m here to thank

wake up!
Dear Badger!’

June 2021 release

Fearless with Dad

谢谢
，快醒醒 ……

you. You looked after me
Written by Xiao Mao | Illustrated by Xu Qingfeng
when I bumped my head.
ISBN: 978-1-922326-28-7 (PB) | $14.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 240mm x 280mm
Don’
t you remember?’

August 2021 release

Dear Badger loves helping all his special animal friends. But, one day, he needs
help … An enchanting tale about kindness, gratitude and friendship.

‘With my dad, I can do anything …’
A little boy’s lovable celebration of the endless
possibilities and adventures he has with his father.
Perfect book for Father’s Day.

Written by Cori Brooke | Illustrated by Giuseppe Poli
ISBN: 978-1-925059-62-5 (PB) | $14.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 275mm x 240mm
我还没
说谢谢呢 ……

‘But when I
woke up, you
weren’t there!’

‘THANK YOU for helping me,’
said Badger.‘You helped me
when I couldn’t help myself.’
‘You’re welcome’, said hedgehog.

Ash invites her friends to tea

Inner

Written and Illustrated by Fu Wenzheng
ISBN: 978-1-922326-31-7 (PB) | $14.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 216mm x 253mm

Written by Cleteisha Ann Washington | Illustrated by Aleksandra Szmidt
ISBN: 978-1-922326-45-4 (HB) | $24.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 240 x 240mm, 32pp

Ash loves listening to her grandpa’s stories. When he tells her about some
magic leaves, mysterious animals start to appear!
A charming tale of family love, traditions and teatime friends.

Follow a young girl’s journey as she questions the universe about
the secrets of life. Can she find her inner calm to discover the
answers she seeks?

June 2021 release

September 2021 release

Seal Child

September 2021 release

The Wall
October 2021 release

Written by Robert Vescio | Illustrated by Anna Pignataro
ISBN: 978-1-922326-29-4 (HB) | $24.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 254mm x 254mm

Written by Jessie James | Illustrated by Catalina Echeverri
ISBN: 978-1-922326-30-0 (HB) | $24.99
4-6 years | 32pp, 254mm x 254mm

While a child searches for a place to call home, she is befriended by a seal.
This lyrical tale is one of hope and friendship. Illustrator Anna Pignataro has
captured the drama of the sea and sky, creating the perfect backdrop to Robert
Vescio’s enchanting story.

Tom is a little boy who LOVES to explore. But, one day, he hears the grown-ups
talking about the monsters that live in the big wide world and he is too scared
to explore anymore. Soon, they build a giant wall to KEEP THE
MONSTERS OUT – forever. But life becomes dreary when you
are cut off from the wonders of the world and Tom soon
realises there is a need for change …

Oh, Sir Bragalot!
October 2021 release

Written and Illustrated by Sharon Davey
ISBN: 978-1-922326-39-3 (PB) | $14.99
3-6 years | 28pp, 254mm x 254mm

Once upon a time there was a knight called Sir Bragalot who liked to brag
and boast all day long …
One day, the Queen sends him on a dangerous quest. But, can Sir Bragalot
save the kingdom, or will he just live up to his name?

2020 RELEASES

Round Fish Square Bowl

Bear Was There

Written by Tom Skinner | Illustrated by Mini Goss
ISBN: 978-1-921042-79-9 (PB) | $14.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 240mm x 240mm

Written by Sally Garland | Illustrated by Sally Garland
ISBN: 978-1-925594-93-5 (HB) | $24.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 240mm x 280mm

‘Have you ever felt as if you don’t quite fit in? A bit like a square peg
in a round hole?’
One of the difficulties of growing up is not fitting in or feeling
different. This book lovingly addresses this issue in a bright and
positive way, allowing its readers (of all ages) to take heart and
celebrate their difference.

Love is the first thing Mouse feels as he lies in the warmth of his mother’s fur.
Then one day, Mouse meets Bear. Mouse is frightened, but what if Bear is not as
scary as he seems . . .

Extraordinary

Boo Loves Books

Written by Penny Harrison | Illustrated by Katie Wilson
ISBN: 978-1-925594-91-1 (HB) | $24.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 240mm x 280mm

Written by Kaye Baillie | Illustrated by Tracie Grimwood
ISBN: 978-1-922326-02-7 (HB) | $24.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 275mm x 240mm

A gentle tale about reaching for the stars and being extraordinary …
but remembering the ordinary too.

Some dogs are shy and anxious, and so are some children. Can Boo and Phoebe
turn their fears into a positive experience?
A book that celebrates the joy of reading.

February 2020 release

February 2020 release

March 2020 release

May 2020 release

The Sloth and the Dinglewot

Leaping Lola

Written by Nicole Prust | Illustrated by Amanda Enright
ISBN: 978-1-925594-96-6 (HB) | $24.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 240mm x 280mm

Written by Tracey Hawkins | Illustrated by Anil Tortop
ISBN: 978-1-925594-59-1 (HB) | $24.99
ISBN: 978-1-922326-18-8 (PB) | $14.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 254mm x 254mm

June 2020 release

When Samuel the Sloth feels brave enough to leave his cosy hut, he meets
the amazing Dinglewot. Together they discover incredible places and meet
new friends. Samuel will learn that overcoming fears and doubts means more
adventure and true happiness.

August 2020 paperback release

Lola loves to dance. She flounces and bounces all day long, practising for the
Black and White Ball. But she is a brown Jersey cow, not a black-and-white cow.
Can she disguise herself and have a spin on the dance floor?
2020 CBCA Notable Book of the Year.

Little Puggle’s Song
Who’s Afraid of the Quite Nice Wolf?
June 2020 paperback release

Written by Kitty Black | Illustrated by Laura Wood
ISBN: 978-1-925594-70-6 (HB) | $24.99
ISBN: 978-1-921928-72-7 (PB) | $14.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 275mm x 240mm

The Quite Nice Wolf doesn’t quite fit in with the local wolf pack.
When he commences training to be a proper wolf – one that’s BIG and BAD,
can he help the wolf pack with their master plan?

September 2020 paperback release
Written by Vikki Conley | Illustrated by Hélène Magisson
ISBN: 978-1-925594-69-0 (HB) | $24.99
ISBN: 978-1-922326-16-4 (PB) | $14.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 254mm x 254mm

A lonely echidna searches for his voice. Every time Puggle tries to make sound
nothing comes out. Can Puggle find his voice and join the bush choir?
2020 CBCA Notable Book of the Year.

Ruby and Graham

Bears Don’t Wear Shoes

Written and Illustrated by Lucy Barnard
ISBN: 978-1-921928-75-8 (HB) | $24.99
3-6 years | 28pp, 254mm x 254mm

Written and Illustrated by Sharon Davey
ISBN: 978-1-922326-09-6 (HB) | $24.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 275mm x 240mm

Ruby loves fun while Graham loves organising. In their own unique ways,
they make sure that Acorn Wood is a beautiful and lively place.
But when Graham decides to party all the time like Ruby, the chaos and
confusion in the wood gets out of hand. Who will step up to set things right?

Suzy’s family has moved house and everyone is just TOO BUSY to play with her.
Eager for someone to play with, Suzy puts up a ‘Friend Wanted’ advert.
When Bear shows up, he seems perfect for the job . . . Until he refuses to wear
shoes.
Can Suzy and Bear still be best friends if Suzy loves shoes but Bear ABSOLUTELY
won’t wear them?

Into the Wild

My Summer with Grandad

October 2020 release

October 2020 release

Written by Robert Vescio | Illustrated by Mel Armstrong
ISBN: 978-1-921928-78-9 (HB) | $24.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 254mm x 254 mm

Written and Illustrated by Tom Tinn-Disbury
ISBN: 978-1-922326-14-0 (HB) | $24.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 254mm x 254mm

Roman is a lone wanderer and the wild is his to explore. Yet despite his
amazing adventures and fascinating discoveries, Roman is still searching for
something. Is being alone really the only choice for a wanderer?

Eric loves spending summers with his grandad. This summer is even more
special because grandad gives Eric a very important job on his old fishing boat.
Chief Seagull Shoo-er! But when Eric and grandad rescue Beaky, a baby seagull,
Eric isn’t sure he wants to see his new friend fly away.

September 2020 release

October 2020 release
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Three Dancing Frogs

One Lone Swallow

Written by Leigh Hardingham | Illustrated by Patrick Shirvington
ISBN: 978-1-921928-81-9 (HB) | $24.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 270mm x 200mm

Written by Corinne Fenton | Illustrated by Owen Swan
ISBN: 978-1-922326-19-5 (HB) | $24.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 275mm x 240mm

Get lost in a mesmerising bushland performance.
This dramatic ballet is sure to be met with thunderous applause.

Flying high above Florence, one lone swallow has
a bird’s eye view of the beauty of the Italian city.
Set in Florence, Italy, in 1805, a swallow searches
for her mate.

October 2020 release

Twelve Days of Kindness
November 2020 paperback release

Written by Cori Brooke | Illustrated by Fiona Burrows
ISBN: 978-1-925594-75-1 (HB) | $24.99
ISBN: 978-1-922326-20-1 (PB) | $14.99
3-6 years | 32pp, 240mm x 280mm

One little girl realises that a girl in her class is struggling to make friends. With
the help of their football coach, they come up with a plan. Can their school
football team bring them together, and expand their friendship group?
WAYRBA (West Australian Young Readers’
Book Award), Picture Book Shortlist 2021

November 2020 release

JUNIOR FICTION

BARCODE

SCOOP MCLAREN

ECO RANGERS

Written by Helen Castles

Written by Candice Lemon-Scott

Meet Scoop McLaren, a top-notch detective editor who runs her very own online newspaper and solves incredible
mysteries in this action-packed and fast-paced series!

Eco Rangers is an action-packed series based around two best friends who rescue and rehabilitate sick and injured wildlife through
their local conservation centre. Ebony and Jay love helping others and looking after their environment. In each story they meet new
animal friends, solve mysteries and learn more about nature.

Detective Editor
June 2019 release

Pelican in Peril

Written by Helen Castles
ISBN: 978-1-925594-83-6 (PB) | $14.99
8+ years | 160pp, 198mm x 129mm

ISBN: 978-1-925594-52-2 (PB) | $14.99
7+ years | 112pp, 198mm x 129mm

April 2019 release

Mischief maker on the loose! What do you do when an evil newspaper
editor wreaks havoc in a quiet coastal town? Sonny Fink writes online news
that is uploaded at one minute past midnight every night. The news is always
frightfully awful and if Sonny writes it, it is bound to happen! Thirteen-year-old
detective and reporter Scoop McLaren and her best friend, Evie, set out on a
mission to discover everything about this mysterious Sonny Fink …

When Ebony and Jay, the famous Eco Rangers, rescue a frightened-looking pelican covered in fuel, they
know something terrible has happened. Why is the sea full of petrol? And where does it come from? As
the Eco Rangers start investigating they end up getting into big trouble. Join them on their mystery-solving
adventures! Eco Rangers to the rescue!

Microbat Mayhem
June 2019 release

ISBN: 978-1-925594-82-9 (PB) | $14.99
7+ years | 112pp, 198mm x 129mm

CMYK

Waves of Mystery

The Eco Rangers, Ebony and Jay, are having so much fun at the local adventure park. But when they find
two abandoned baby bats, they rescue them right away. Then they discover more microbats inside an old
rollercoaster ride. Can the Eco Rangers save the animals in time before the ride is destroyed?
Shortlisted for the Environment Award for Children’s Literature 2020.

October 2020 release

Written by Helen Castles
ISBN: 978-1-922326-01-0 (PB) | $14.99
8+ years | 176pp, 198mm x 129mm

UK BARCODE

CMYK

Wildfire Rescue
January 2020 release

Feisty detective editor, Scoop McLaren, is back and this time events have her
sailing into uncharted waters! When Fletcher, Scoop’s childhood friend, enters
the Higgity Harbour top surfing competition, strange things start happening
… It looks like someone is trying everything to stop Fletcher from winning!
Can Scoop and her roving reporter, Evie, solve this mystery once and for all?

EET SCOOP M cLAREN
OP-NOTCH DETECTIVE EDITOR!

ISBN: 978-1-925594-90-4 (PB) | $14.99
7+ years | 112pp, 198mm x 129mm

There’s been a devastating wildfire in the bushland and
Ebony and Jay, our Eco Rangers are doing their best to
find injured animals. As they rescue a cute little possum
with burned paws, they also discover that some people
have been camping in the area that was devastated
by the fire. What were they doing there? This is a
mystery for the Eco Rangers!

he runs her very own online
ewspaper and solves incredible
mysteries in this brand new
ction-packed and fastaced series!

There’s been a devastating wildfire in the bushland and Ebony and Jay, our Eco Rangers, are doing their
best to find injured animals. As they rescue a cute little possum with burned paws, they also discover that
some people have been camping in the area that was devastated by the fire. What were they doing there?
This is a mystery for the Eco Rangers!

Eco Rangers is an action-packed series centred around
two best friends, Ebony and Jay. They love helping others
and looking after the environment. In each story, they
meet new animal friends and learn more about nature.

ISBN 978−1−912858−08−8
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The Tumbling Tortoises
October 2020 release

Written by Brenda Gurr
ISBN: 978-1-921928-79-6 (PB) | $14.99
7+ years | 128pp, 198mm x 129mm

Zinnia Jakes has won the Wildside Zoo’s endangered animals competition with
her cute tortoise cupcake idea! But when she starts doing more research at
school about tortoises, one of her classmates starts asking too many questions.
Can she deliver the cakes while remaining the secret pastry chef everyone loves?

Written by Brenda Gurr
Zoe Jones is Zinnia Jakes, a nine-year old secret pastry chef! She makes the tastiest and most wonderful cakes. Together with her
magical cat, Coco, her best friend Addie and her aunty Jam, they get into incredible adventures.

The Crumbling Castle
March 2020 release

Written by Brenda Gurr
ISBN: 978-1-925594-97-3 (PB) | $14.99
7+ years | 92pp, 198mm x 129mm

The Super Spy

When Zinnia Jakes gets a new pastry order for a special medieval crumbling
cake, she has no idea where to start! It needs to be ready in less than a day for
the school fair and the clock is ticking. Will she deliver it on time and remain
the undercover secret pastry chef everyone talks about?

August 2021 release

Written by Brenda Gurr
ISBN: 978-1-922326-15-7 (PB) | $14.99
7+ years | 112pp, 198mm x 129mm
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Zinnia’s class is organising a super fun sleepover in the school’s library while
their parents are having a spy-themed party in the school hall. They even order a
fabulous Zinnia Jakes cake. Everything is going according to plan until the parents
set up a spy trap to catch the secret pastry chef … What will Zinnia Jakes do?
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Dino Love at Christmas
November 2021 release
Written by Michelle Worthington | Illustrated by Veronica Montoya
ISBN: 978-1-922326-34-8 (PB) | $14.99
0-3 years | 32pp, 240mm x 240mm

Treat yourself to this colourful Christmas story, as the adorable
dinosaurs come together to celebrate. With festive fun and kindness,
Christmas love is all around.

Ten Little Yoga Frogs
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Dino Love
October 2020 release
Written by Michelle Worthington | Illustrated by Veronica Montoya
ISBN: 978-1-922326-11-9 (PB) | $14.99
0-3 years | 32pp, 240mm x 240mm

Love is big and small and all kinds of
different colours. Love is doing your
best. Love is never giving up.
Celebrate love in all its forms with
a cast of adorable dinosaurs.

Illustrated by Sally Garland
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Charlie’s dad is tall, round and soft.
Sometimes he growls.
Could he be a bear? Luckily for Charlie
there’s one thing bears do best.
Perfect book for Father’s Day.
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At the Shops
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Written by Nicola Connelly | Illustrated by Annie White
ISBN: 978-1-922326-24-9 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 20pp, 240mm x 200mm
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August 2021 release
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My Dad is a Bear

May 2021 release
ISBN: 978-1-922326-25-6 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 14pp, 200mm x 200mm

Discover all the different food you can find in the supermarket in this bright
and colourful lift-the-flap children’s board book. Perfect for reading aloud
and developing early word recognition. Collect all the books in the Little
Days Out series.

At the Park
August 2021 release
ISBN: 978-1-922326-32-4 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 14pp, 200mm x 200mm

My First Book of Aussie Animals
May 2021 release
Written by Gordon Winch | Illustrated by Stephen Pym
ISBN: 978-1-922326-23-2 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 14pp, 200mm x 200mm

Can you find all the Aussie animals? This vibrant liftthe-flap book features an animal hiding on each page
spread. The bright, bold illustrations are accompanied
by interesting yet accessible facts about the hidden
animals. Children will love learning about Australia’s
fascinating wildlife.

Discover the joy of being outside in the park in this bright and
colourful lift-the-flap children’s board book. Perfect for reading
aloud and developing early word recognition. Collect all the
books in the Little Days Out series.

COMING
SOON

At the Pool
December 2021 release
ISBN: 978-1-922326-33-1 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 14pp, 200mm x 200mm

Enjoy a fun trip to the pool in this bright and colourful lift-the-flap children’s
board book. Perfect for reading aloud and developing early word recognition.
Collect all the books in the Little Days Out series.

Little White Fish

Little White Fish is So Happy

March 2019 release

June 2019 release

Written and illustrated by Guido van Genechten
ISBN: 978-1-925594-32-4 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 22pp, 165mm x 165mm

Written and illustrated by Guido van Genechten
ISBN: 978-1-925594-31-7 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 22pp, 165mm x 165mm

Little White Fish is crying. He can’t find his mummy. But the sea is full of
friendly creatures: a yellow snail, a green turtle, a blue whale …
and Little White Fish’s mummy can’t be far away.
A playful book about colours.

Little White Fish is so happy. Mummy is coming to take him home! First,
he must say goodbye to his friends – but where will he find them? In a shell?
Under a leaf? Behind a stone?
A playful book about prepositions.

Little Fish and his Daddy
May 2020 release
Written and illustrated by Guido van Genechten
ISBN: 978-1-922326-03-4 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 22pp, 165mm x 165mm

Little White Fish has a lot of friends. And they all have amazing daddies. Little
Sea Horse’s dad is really fast. Little Whale’s dad is the biggest in the ocean. But,
of course, Little White Fish’s daddy is very good at something, too!

Little White Fish has a Party
March 2019 release
Written and illustrated by Guido van Genechten
ISBN: 978-1-925594-33-1 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 22pp, 165mm x 165mm

Little White Fish is getting bigger! Today he is
turning two, and all sorts of sea creatures are
coming to his party: round and skinny ones, long
and short ones, and straight and curved ones too.
A playful book about opposites.

Little Fish under the Ocean
August 2020 release
Written and illustrated by Guido van Genechten
ISBN: 978-1-922326-10-2 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 22pp, 165mm x 165mm

How deep is the ocean? Little White Fish is curious.
But his friends warn him: the ocean is very deep and very dangerous.
Yet Little White Fish still wants to know …

Up the Mountain
February 2020 release
Written by Hilary Robinson | Illustrated by Mand
y Stanley

ISBN: 978-1-925594-94-2 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 20pp, 200mm x 200mm

Gregory Goose is on an adventure. But he is playing hide-and-seek. Can you help find him?

On the Moon

Gregory Goose is heading up the mountain.
Can you find him?

November 2019 release
ISBN: 978-1-925594-86-7 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 20pp, 200mm x 200mm

Gregory Goose is heading into space.
Can you find him?

At the Fair
March 2020 release

In the Jungle
December 2019 release
ISBN: 978-1-925594-87-4 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 20pp, 200mm x 200mm

Gregory Goose is going on safari.
Can you find him?

ISBN: 978-1-925594-95-9 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 20pp, 200mm x 200mm

Gregory Goose is going to the fair.
Can you find him?

On a Train
February 2020 release
ISBN: 978-1-925594-98-0 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 18pp, 165mm x165mm

Written by Rosalyn Albert | Illustrated by Natalia Moore

Let’s go on a steam train and choo-choo through the land.
We wait down at the station where we hold each other’s hand.
Two friends enjoy an exciting ride aboard a train.

On a Rocket
ISBN: 978-1-925594-88-1 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 18pp, 165mm x165mm

Let’s go on a rocket up high into space,
Where I can see the planets and the moon’s big smiley face!
Two friends enjoy an adventure in a rocket as they head into space.

On a Tractor
June 2020 release
ISBN: 978-1-922326-08-9 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 18pp, 165mm x165mm

Let’s go on a tractor all around the farm,
Past the duck pond, through the fields, behind the big red barn.
Two friends enjoy life on the farm.

On a Ferry
ISBN: 978-1-925594-89-8 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 18pp, 165mm x165mm

On a Digger
July 2020 release

Let’s go on a ferry and sail across the sea,
We’ll get on at the wharf where we can buy a cup of tea.

ISBN: 978-1-921928-71-0 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 18pp, 165mm x165mm

Two friends enjoy an afternoon in the sun aboard a ferry.

Let’s go on a digger and dig up lots of mud.
I scoop it high into the air and drop it with a thud.
Friends enjoy an adventure on a digger.

Rosalyn Albert

Natalia Moore

On a Plane

On a

November 2020 release

On a

Let’s go on an aeroplane, up into the sky,
Where buzzy bees and butterflies like to fly so high.
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August 2021 release
ISBN: 978-1-922326-36-2 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 18pp, 165mm x 165mm

Let’s go on a fire engine, racing through the street.
The bell rings – someone needs our help! We jump up to our feet.
Friends go on a fire engine and put out a fire.
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ISBN: 978-1-921928-80-2 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 18pp, 165mm x165mm

On a Fire Engine
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Friends enjoy
S a ride in the sky.
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On a Submarine
July 2021 release
ISBN: 978-1-922326-27-0 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 18pp, 165mm x 165mm

Let’s go on a submarine and cruise beneath the sea.
Discovering strange creatures who swim so fast and free.
Friends go on an adventure deep into the sea.

On a Helicopter
November 2021 release
ISBN: 978-1-922326-3-86 (Board Book) | $12.99
0-3 years | 18pp, 165mm x 165mm

Let’s go on a helicopter whirring through the sky,
A bird’s eye view will nicely do. Let’s see what we can spy!
Friends enjoy an adventurous helicopter ride.
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